Transferable Skills applicable for the SET disciplines

Below it is provided links to courses within Transferable Skills on doctoral degree level offered by NTNU that may be applicable for the SET-disciplines. All courses shall be approved by the main supervisor and the Head of the PhD programme Board.

It is mandatory for the IE-faculty PhD candidates, that started their study after the 1st of August 2019, to include a minimum of 5 ECTS within Transferable Skills. All PhD candidates shall take a course within the topic of Ethics in Research at PhD level.

IDT8000 Research Ethics (2,5 ECTS)
IDT8001 Basic University Didactics (2,5 ECTS)
IDT8002 Project Development and Management (2,5 ECTS)
IØ8906 Research Based Innovation (2,5 ECTS)
HFEL8000 - Communicating Science: audiences, purposes and conventions (3 ECTS)

IFEL8000 Introduction to Research Methodology, Theory of Science and Ethics (4 ECTS)
IMT6251 Quality in Academic Research (5 ECTS)
IMT6261 Scientific Communication (5 ECTS)
IMT6271 Critical Thinking (5 ECTS)
KULT8851 Theories of Science (10 ECTS)
MN8000 Doing Science: Methods, Ethics and Dissemination (7,5 ECTS)
NRSN8001 NRSN scientific writing course (1 ECTS)
SMED8004 Research, ethics and society (3 ECTS)
SMED8005 Communication of Science (3 ECTS)